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ON CHARACTERS OF 7]-RELATED TENSORS IN COSYMPLECTIC
AND SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS (1)

SANG-SWP EUM*

o. Introduction

Recently, S. Tachibana defined in [4J a con formal Killing tensor in a
Riemannian manifold Mn by a skew symmetric tensor Uji satisfying the
equation

covariant derivative
present paper, a co-

f7"Uj; + f7jUki=2Pigkj -Pjgki - Pkgj;,

where gji is the metric tensor of Mn, f7k denotes the
with respect to gji and Pi is a covector field. In the
vector field means a I-form.

On the other hand, in a Sasakian manifold M with structure tensor
structure vector 7]h and I-form 7]j, the following equation is satisfied:

f7k'Pji + f7/Pki= - (27]iTkj -7]jTki -7]kTji) '

(/") .hr; ,

where Tj;=gji-7]j7]i, gji being the metric tensor of M.
In relation to this fact, we define an 7]-conformal Killing tensor by a

skew symmetric tensor Uj; satisfying

(*) f7 kUji+ f7jUki = 2PiTki - PjTki - PkTj;

in normal almost contact manifolds.
The purpose of the present paper is to analogize the theorems obtained

in [4J to normal almost contact manifolds replacing the conformal Killing
tensor by the 7]-conformal Killing tensor Uji satisfying (*).

In chapter 1, we investigate 7]-conformal Killing tensors in a cosymplectic
manifold M'. In § 1, we state some fundamental formulas in M' to fix our
notations and give an example of an 7]-conformal Killing tensor in M'. In
§ 2, we discuss the properties of an 7]-conformal Killing tensor in M'. In
§ 3, we obtain a condition for a skew symmetric tensor to be an 7]-confor

mal Killing tensor in M'. In § 4, we find a unique decomposition of a
special 7]-conformal Killing tensor in a cosymplectic manifold of constant
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curvature with respect to the tensor 7ji.

In chapter 2, we investigate 1J-conformal Killing tensors in a Sasakian
manifold M. In § 5, we introduce a Sasakian manifold M as a hypersur
face in a Kaehlerian manifold 'M and fix the second fundamental tensor of
M in the case of M is an integral Sasakian hypersurface of a Kaehlerian
manifold 'M of constant holomorphic sectional curvature which is equal to
4. Moreover in § 5, we define an 1J-conformal Killing tensor by askew
symmetric tensor Uji satisfying the differential equation (*) and give an ex
ample of an 1J-conformal Killing tensor. In § 6, we discuss the properties
of an 1J-conformal Killing tensor in M. In § 7, we obtain a condition for
a skew symmetric tensor to be an 1J-conformal Killing tensor in M. In § 8,
we find a unique decomposition of a special 1J-conformal Killing tensor
whose associated vector is a Killing vector in a Sasakian manifold of cons
tant C-holomorphic sectional curvature which is equal to 5.

I. On 7)-conformal Killing tensors in a cosymplectic manifold.

1. Cosymplectic manifolds of constant curvature with respect to rji.

Let M be a (2n+ I)-dimensional differentiable manifold of class COO co
vered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U; x h} in which there are
given a tensor field <Pih of type (1, 1), a vector field ~h and a I-form 1]i
satisfying

(1. 1) <P/q;ih= -jj/+1Jj~h,

1Jiq;/=O, 1Ji~i=I

and a Riemannian metric gji satisfying

(1.2) gtsq;/q;/=gji-1Jj1Ji, 1Ji=gih~h

where here and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, ... run over the range {I,
2, ..., 2n+ I}. Such a set of <p/, e',1Jj and gji is called an almost contact
metric structure and a manifold with an almost contact metric structure an
almost contact metric manifold.

Comparing the first equation of (1. 1) with (1. 2), we see that q;ji=<P/gti

is skew symmetric. Since, in an almost contact metric manifold, we have
the second equation of (1. 2), we shall write 1Jh instead of ~h in the sequel.

An almost contact metric manifold M with an almost contact metric struc
ture (q;/, 1Jh, 1Jj, gji) is called an almost cosymplectic manifold if 2-form
(JJ=q;jidxj /\dxi and I-form w=1Jjdxj are both closed, that is, d(JJ=O and
dw=O.

If the structure (<p/, 1Jh, 1Jj) satisfies Njih+ (Oj1Ji-Oi1Jj)1]h=O, where Njih
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is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with <p/, then the structure is said to be
normal.

A normal almost cosymplectic manifold is said to be a cosymplectic mam
fold. It is well known that the cosymplectic structure (<p}, rl, 1jj, gjj) IS

characterized by the following two conditions (Blair, [lJ):

(1. 3)

By the Ricci identities,
symplectic manifold:

(1. 4)

f7j<Pki=O, f7j1ji=O.

the following identities are well known in a co-

where Kkjih and K ji are the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of the
cosymplectic manifold respectively.

In the present paper, we put

(1.5)

In a previous paper (Yano, Eum and Ki, [8J), we proved that Tji is
positive definite for any vector Xi *- (1jt Xt ) 1ji.

We define the sectional curvature with respect to Tji of a plane spaned
by linearly independent vectors Xi(* (1jtXt)1ji) and yi (* (1jtP)1ji) in M
by

(X Y) = _ KkitiXkyjXtYi
P .< , TkjXkXjTtiytYi- (TkjXkYj) 2 •

If p (X, Y) is a constant k for any Xi and yi, then the curvature tensor
is of the form

(1. 6)

where

Kkjit=k (TktTji - TkiTjt) ,

(1. 7) K
k= 2n(2n-1) ,

K being the scalar curvature of M. In this case, we call M a manifold of
constant curvature with respect to Tji.

If pi is a Killing vector in a cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature

with respect to Tjil then the tensor qji given by

qji= -lf7jPil c= K satisfies the following equation:
c 2n(2n-1)

(1.8) f7kqjt + f7jqkt=2 (Pt- c'1jt)Tkj- (Pj-C'1jj)rkt- (Pk-C'1jk)Tjt,

where c'=Pt1jt, by virtue of f7kf7jPi=-Ktkjjpt and (1.6).
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Putting Pt-c'7Jt='Pt, we see that

(1.9) Vkqjt+Vjqkt=2'PtTkj-'PjTkt-'PkTjt·

We define an 7J-conformal Killing tensor in a cosymplectic manifold by a
skew symmetric tensor qji satisfying the equation (1.9) for a certain co
vector 'Pt. We call ' Pt the associated covector of the 7J-conformal Killing
tensor qji'

A skew symmetric tensor Pji is called a Killing tensor if it satisfies the
following equation: Vkht+VjPkt=O.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 1. In a cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature with respect

to Tji, if K=f=O, Pi is a Killing covector, qji=- ~ (2n-1) VjPi and Pji is

a Killing tensor, then the tensor defined by hi+qji is an 7J-conformal Killing
tensor.

The converse case of the theorem 1 will be discussed in § 4.

2. 1J-conformal Killing tensors in a cosympleetic manifold.

In this section, we define an 7J-conformal Killing tensor by a skew sym
metric tensor Uji satisfying the equation

(2.1)

in a cosymplectic manifold M.
Transvecting (2. 1) with gH, we obtain

(2.2) Vrurt= (2n-1) Pt+ (Pr7Jr)7Jt'

where vr denotes the operator grtvt •

By the Ricci identity, we can easily verify that

(2.3)

for an arbitrary skew symmetric tensor Uji.
In the following, we shall write Pji instead of VjPi for brevity. Operating

Vk to (2. 1), we obtain

(2.4) VkVjUit+VkViUjt=2PktTji-PkjTit-PkiTjt.

Denoting the left side member of (2.4) by Fkjit and forming Fkjit+Fikjt
-Fjikt, we obtain

(2.5) 2VkViujt+2Kjikrurt-Kik/ujr-Kkj/uir-Ku/ukr

=2 (PktTii+PitTkj-PjtTik) + (Pjk-Pkj)rit+ (Pji-PU)Tkt- (Pki+Pik) Tit·

Denoting the left side member of (2.5) by EWt' forming Ewt+Ekjti+EktU
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and taking account of the relation

V kViUjt +V kVjUti+V kVtujj=3 (VkViUjt+Pkjrit - Pktrji)

which follows from (2.1), we obtain

(2.6) 2VkViUjt+Kjjkrutr+Kjt{ujr+KtikrUjr

= (Pit-Pti)rkj+ (Ptj-Pjt)rik+ (Pji-Pij) Tkt+ 2 (Pktrji-Pkjrti)'

By subtracting (2. 6) from (2. 5), we find

- Kjjkru/+Ktkiru{ - KtkirU/+KjitrUkr
= (Jjkrit -(Jkirjt+(JitTkj -(Jtjrih

where we have put

~~ ~=~+~

Operating Vt to (2. 2) and taking account of (1. 3) and (2. 3), we obtain

(2.9)

Transvecting (2. 8) with rkj and taking account of (2. 9), we obtain

(2. 10) rkjukj=2n(J/=4np/.

Transvecting (2.7) with iik and taking account of (1. 4) and making
use of (Ktkjr+Kjktr)ukr=o, we obtain

(2.11)

Transvecting (2.11) with gjt and taking account of (2.10), we obtain

(2.12) (J/=o, p/=O.

Substituting (2. 12) into (2. 11) and making use of (1. 5), we obtain

(2. 13) Kjru/+K trujr=2 (n -l)(Jtj+(Jjr7Jt7Jr+(Jtr7jPl·

Transvecting (2. 13) with 7jj, we obtain

(2.14)

by virtue of (1. 4).

Transvecting (2. 14) with 7jt, we obtain

(2.15)

by virtue of (1. 4).

Substituting (2. 15) into (2. 14), we obtain

(2.16) 1 K s r

2
tr7j Us .

n-l
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Substituting (2. 16) into (2. 13), we obtain

Kjru/+Ktruf=2(n-l)O"tj+ 2n~1 (Kjr1jsu/1jt+Ktr1jsu/1jj)

and from which, in the case of n>1,

(2.17)

If we put

(2.18)

O"tj= 2(n~l) [Kjr(o/- 2n~l1jt1jS)u/J

+ 2(n:'-l) [Ktr(o/- 2n~l1jj1jS)u/J.

then (2. 17) is rewritten as

(2.19) O"tj= (K/a/+Kfa/)usr'

Substituting (2. 19) into (2. 7), we obtain

(2.20) ( T-·kr s_ T k .r.s_ Tk·r.s-t- T·. rks)u =0'J t tJ , t , J J,t sr

where we have put

(2.21)

(2.22)

In this place, we assume that there exists (locally) an 1j-conformal Killing
tensor which takes any preassigned (skew symmetric) value at any point
of a (2n+1) -dimensional cosymplectic manifold M (n>1). Then the skew
symmetric parts of the coefficients of Usr in (2.20) vanish. Therefore, we
obtain

Tijkr/- Tktf/- T tk//+ Tji/ks
- Tijks/ +T kt//+Ttk/f - Tji/kr=o.

Contracting with respect to sand t in (2.22) and taking account of

(2.23) K/a/ 2(n:'-~) K/,

which is obtained by virtue of (1.4) and (2. 18), we have

(2.24) 2nKijkr-Kkjo/+KkiOjr+( 2(n~l) k) (K/rjk-Kfrik)

+ (Krjk- K jk)a/- (Krik- Kik)ajr=o,

where we have put al=k.

Transvecting (2.24) with 1ji1jr and taking account of (1. 4) and (2.18),
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we obtain

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2. 27)

Substituting

K being the scalar curvature of M.
Substituting (2. 25) into (2. 24), we obtain

r 1 r+ 1 0 r
aj 2(n-1) (2n-1) rj 2n-1 j ·

(2. 25) and (2. 26) into (2. 24), we obtain

K
K kjit 2n(2n-1) (rktrji-rkirit)

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. If there exists (locally) an r;-conformal Killing tensor which
takes any preassigned (skew symmetric) value at any point of a (2n+l)
dimensional cosymplectic manifold M (n>1), then M is a manifold of constant
curvature with respect to rji'

Transvecting (2. 27) with gkt, we obtain (2. 25), that is,

(2.28)

On the other hand, the conformal curvature tensor of Weyl in a (2n+l)
dimensional Riemannian manifold is defined for n>1 by

(2.29) Ckjih=Kkjih+ 2n~1 (LkiO}-LjiOkk+gkiL}-gjiLkk),

h - K
were Lji=Kji- 4n gji'

Substituting (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.29), we easily obtain Ckjih=O.
Thus we have the following

COROLLARY. If there exists (locally) an r;-conformal Killing tensor which
takes any preassigned (skew symmetric) value at any point of a (2n+l)
dimensional cosymplectic manifold M (n>l), then M is conformally flat.

3. A condition to be an ']-conformal Killing tensor.

Let Uji be an r;-conformal Killing tensor in a cosymplectic manifold M.
Then we obtain

(3.1)
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by virtue of (1. 5) and (2. 1).
If we transvect (2. 5) with gki, then we obtain

(3.2) vrVrUjt+Kjrurt+Kk,j/urk

= - (2n -3) Pjt-ptj-r/(27jjPkt -7jtPkj+7jtPjk).

In this section, we shall show that a skew symmetric tensor Uji satisfying
(3. 1) and (3. 2) is an 7j-conformal Killing tensor in a cosymplectic manifold
M provided that M is compact.

For this purpose, we define a tensor A jit by

(3.3) Ajit=VjUit+f7iUjt-2ptTji+PjTit+PiTdt

for a skew symmetric tensor U,ji, where Pt is given by

1(2n -1)Pt=Vrurt - 2n (7jkV rUrk) 7jt-

By a direct computation, we obtain from (3. 3) that

(3.4) VjAjit = vjVjUit+ (2n-3)Pit+Pti+7jt(Pik-Pki)7jk
-27jiPkt7jk_Kji/Ujs-K/uts>

where we have put Pit = ViPt·
On the other hand, simple computations give us the following equation

(3.5)

Subst~tuting (3.4) and (3.5) into Vj(AjitUit) =AjitVjuit+ (VjAjit)Uit, we
can obtain

(3.6) Vj(AjitUit) = ~ AjitAjit-3pt1jj7jiVjUit+Uit[VjVjUit+ (2n-3)Pit

+Pti+ tjt (Pik - Pki) 1jk+27jiPkt7jk+Kki/U/+ K/ust].

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3. In a compact cosymplectic manifold M, the following integral
formula is valid for any skew symmetric tensor field Uji:

(3.7) JM[uit {Vjf7jUit+ (2n-3)Pit+Pti+1jt(Pik -Pki)1jk+27jiPkt1jk

+Kki/u/+K/ust} + ~AjitAjit-3pt1jj1jiVjuitJdV=O.

where dV means the volume element of M and

1
(2n-1)pit=ViFurt - 2n (1jkViVrUrk)1jt·

Taking account of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.7), we obtain the following
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THEOREM 4. In a compact cosymplectic manifold M, a necessary and suffi
cient condition for a skew symmetric tensir Uji to be an 1j-conformal Killing
tensor is that (3. 1) and (3. 2).

4. )]-conformal Killing tensor in a cosymplectic manifold of cons
tant curvature with respect to i ji'

In this section, we consider an 1j-conformal Killing tensor U ji in a cosy
mplectic manifold M of constant curvature with respect to rji. In this case,
we obtain from (1. 6) that

(4.1)

k being a constant.
Substituting (4.1) into (2.16), we obtain

(4.2)

Substituting (4.1) into (2.17), we obtain

(4.3)

Taking account of (2.8), (4.2) and (4.3), we see that the associated
vector pk of Uji is a Killing vector if and only if

(4.4)

In this place, we consider only an 1j-conromal Killing tensor Uji whose
associated vector pk is a Killing vector.

Under this consideration, we obtain (4.4) and from which

(4.5)

by virtue of (2. 2). Moreover we obtain

(4.6) VkVjPi+Klkjipl=O

since pk is a Killing vector.
Substituting (1. 6) and (1. 7) into (4.6) and taking account of (4.5), we

see that

(4.7)

K
where c= 2n(2n-1) .

Thus V kP j is an 1j-conformal Killing tensor.
In this case, if we put
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then rlhi=O by virtue of (4.4) and (4.5). Moreover we obtain VkPji+
VjPki=O by virtue of (2.1) and (4.7). Putting

(4.9)

we see that an 1)-conformal Killing tensor Uji is decomposed in the form

(4.10)

where Pii is a Killing tensor such that 1)jhi=O and qji is a closed 1Jcon
formal Killing tensor by virtue of (4.6).

The uniqueness of the decomposition (4.10) is proved by the following
way. In fact, if

Uji=Pji+qji.='Pji+'qji

where Pii and'hi are Killing tensors and qji and'qji are closed 1)-conformal
Killing tensors, then putting

Pji='Pji-hi=qji-'qji,

we see that P ji is a closed Killing tensor. Therefore we have

VkPji+ ViPkj+ {7jPik=O, (7kPji+ VjPki=O,

and from which we can obtain VkPji=O. Thus by virtue of Ricci identity
it follows that

(4.11)

(4.12)

Substituting (1.6), (1.7) and (4.12) into (4.11), we see that

TkjPti-7tjPk;+ PjtTki-P jk7ti=0.

Transvecting this equation with gel and taking account of (4.12) and the
fact that Pti is skew symmetric, we obtain Pji=O, that is,

'pji-pji=O, qji-'qji=O.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 5. In a cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature with respect
to Tk.;, an Tj-conformal Killing tensor uji whose associated vector pk is a
Killing vector is uniquely decomposed in the form
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Uji=Pji+qji,

where Pji is a Killing tensor such that 1)jpji=O and qji is a closed 1)-conformal
Killing tensor.

In this case, qji is the form

K
c= 2n(2n-l) .

ll. On 7,I-conformal Killing tensors in a Sasakian manifold.

5. A Sasakian manifold as a hypersurface in a Kaehlerian manifold.

We consider a (2n+2)-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold 'M covered by a
system of coordinate neighborhoods {'V; yA}, where here and in the sequel
the indices A, P, V, 'r, ••• run over the range {I, 2, ... , 2n+2}. We denote by
GI'A and F/ the components of the Kaehlerian metric tensor and those of
the Kaehlerian structure tensor of 'M respectively. In this place, let M be
a real hypersurface in a Kaehlerian manifold 'M. If we assume that M is
covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {V; x h}, where V=
,V nM, then M is represented by yA = yA (xh) in terms of local coordinates
(yA) in 'V(e'M) and (xh) in V(eM). We denote the vectors (hyA C'ih

=a/axh) tangent to M by BhA and the unit normal vector by NA. Then by
the relations

(5.1) F/Bhl'=9hiB/+1)hNA, F/NI' = -1)hBhA,

it is well known that the set (<pi, 1)h, 1)j, gji) becomes an almost contact
metric structure. If this almost contact metric manifold satisfies

(5.2)

then this structure is called a contact structure. Moreover, a manifold with
a normal contact structure is called a Sasakian manifold.

It is well known that in above Sasakian manifold M the following equa
tions are satisfied:

~3) ~~=~h

(5.4) V'h<Pji= -ghj1)i+ghi1)j,

where V'j denotes the operators of covariant differentiation with respect to
gji. (Yano, [7J)

We consider an almsot contact metric manifold M as a hypersurface in a
Kaehlerian manifold 'M. Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are
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where hji is the second fundamental tensor of M with respect to the normal
vector N). and h/=hjigit.

Differentiating covariantly (5.1) and taking account of f1i=B/f1)., we see
that

(5.6)

(5.7)

f1k<Pji= -hkj7}i+ hki7}j,

f1j7}j= -<p/htj·

Taking account of (5.3), (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7), we easily verify that
the following

PROPOSITION 6. In order that the hypersurface M in a Kaehlerian manifold
'M be a Sasakian manifold, it is necessary and sufficient that the second
fundamental tensor hji of M has the form

(5.8)

where fl is a scalar field in M. (Tashiro and Tachibana [6J)

If the Kaehlerian manifold 'M has constant holomorphic sectional cur
vature c at each point of 'M, then the curvature tensor 'Krv/l). of 'M has
the form

(5.9)

Such a Kaehlerian manifold'M is called locally Fubinian (Tashiro and
Tachibana [6J). A locally Fubinian manifold is an Einstein space, that is,
the Ricci tensor 'K/l). of 'M has the form:

(5.10) 'Kl').= ~ (n+2)cGfl)'·

Substituting (5.8) and (5.9) into the equation of Codazzi:

we see that fl= - ~ by vritue of (5.9) and (5. 10).

Therefore we have the following

PROPOSITION 7. Let M be a hypersurface in a Kaehlerian manifold of
·constant holomorphic sectional curvature c. If M is a Sasakian manifold, then
the second fundamental tensor of M has the form:
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(5.11)

Substituting (5.9) and (5. 11) into the equation of Gauss:

K kjih ='KVIl2rBk"BJ"B/'Bh' + (hkhh ji - hjhhki ) ,

where KkJih is the curvature tensor of M, we obtain

(5.12) K kjih=({-+I) (gkhgji-gjhgki) + ~~(~~kh<,:Jji-9jh9ki-29kj9ih)

- -4- (gjiY)kY)h +gkhy)jY)i - gjhY)kY)i - gkiY)jYjh) ,

that is, the C-holomorphic sectional curvature of 1\.1 is constant which is
equal to c+ 1. (Ogiue, [2J) Such a Sasakian manifold is called a locally
C-Fubinian manifold. (Tashiro and Tachibana ([6J)

We consider the system of partial differential equation in a Kaehlerian
manifold 'M,

(5. 1:) r v _ C (G -l- v v L' ,v L' ,v )
" Jt.""'\.,1 - ~4 7/1;', ... \..w~'l.A. - l' f1. ..0:'\.:1' A. ... \..:., ,

for an arbitrary vector Xi. in 'AI.
It is well known that the necessary and sufficient condition for the system

(5. 1:3) to be completely integrable is that the curvature tensor of 'M has
the form (5.9). Therefore if 'M is a locally Fubinian and the curvature
tensor has the form (5.9), then there exists locally in 'M a vector field
XA satisfying (5. 13). Let P be an arbitrary point in 'M and consider a
solution of (5. 1:~) with arbitrary initial value (X;) p at P satisfying (G IlA
XItX")p=1. Putting ill = X"dy", we find dill=O because of r;,XA=VAXW Thus
the Pfaffian equation (()=o is completely integrable. Let M be the integral
manifold of (v=O passing through P. Since X" is a normal \Oector, we can
put

(5. 14) X"=-aNA,

w here a is a function in AI.
We consider this integral manifold M as a hypersurface satisfying (5. 11)

in 'M.
Substituting (5. 14) into B/'B/rW"{A and taking account of the second

equation of (5. 5), we obtain

(5. 15)

On the other hand, substituting (5. 13) into BjItB/VItXA and taking account
of the first equation of (5. 1), we obtain
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B·f.tB)·r7 X,=~(g·.-a27J.''YJ.)
J ~ y f.t" 4 J~ J'" •

Comparing (5. 15) with (5. 16), we see that

(5.17)

where we have put ).)=:er.
In order that the condition (5. 11) is compatible with the condition (5. 17),

we should have ).)=1 and a= ~. On the other hand, by means of the

initial condition we find a 2=1. Thus we may suppose that a=1. In this
case c=4 and the condition (5. 17) is rewritten as

(5.18)

(5.19)

where we have put Tjj=gji-1}j1}i'
Taking account of (5. 12) and (5. 18), we have the following

THEOREM 8. In a Kaehlerian manifold'M of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature, there exists locally an integral hypersurface M of XAdyA=O such
that M is a C-Fubinian manifold, the second fundamental tensor hji of M has
the form hji=Tji and the curvature tensor Kkjih of M has the form

Kkjih=TkhTji-TjhTki+(jJkh(jJji-(jJjh(jJki-2(jJkj(jJih
+ (gk~ji-gj~ki)'

that is, the C-holomorphic sectional curvature is equal to 5.

Next, we consider a parallel skew symmetric tensor field Vf.tA in a Kaeh
lerian manifold 'M of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. In fact F /ll.
is such a tensor field. We define a tensor field Uji in M satisfying (5. 18)
by uji=Bjf.tB/-vf.tl' Operating V'k to this equation, we have

V'kUji=V/ll (hkjNf.tBiA+hkiN)Bjf.t).

If we put Pi = Vf.tlNf.tBiA, then it follows that

V'kUji=hkjPi-hkiPj'

Substituting (5. 18) in to this equation, we obtain

(5.20) V'kUji+V'jUki=2TkjPi-TkiPj-TjiPk.

If we take F/ll instead of Vf.tJ.' then by means of Bjf.tB/F/lJ.=(jJji we see
that F/lANf.tBiJ.= -1}i' Thus we have

(5.21) V'k(jJji+V'j(jJki= -2Tki1}i+Tki1}j +Tii1}k·

In relation to this fact, we prepare the following
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DEFINITION. We call a skew symmetric tensor Uji (Uji'*C<Pji) in a Sasa
kian manifold M an 1)-conformal Killing tensor if there exists a vector field
pi satisfying (5. 20). In this case, we call pi the associated vector of U ji.

6. 7J-conformal Killing tensors in a Sasakian manifold.

In the last section, we defined an 1)-conformal Killing tensor in a Sasakian
manifold M (dim M=2n+ 1) by a skew symmetric tensor Uji satisfying the
equation

(6.1) PjUit+Viujt=2ptrji-pjrit-Pirjt.

Transvecting (6.1) with gji, we obtain

(6.2)

where pr denotes the operator grtpt.
By the Ricci identity, we can easily verify that

(6.3)

for an arbitrary skew symmetric tensor Uji.
In the following we shall write Pji instrad of PjPi for brevity.
Operating V k to (6. 1), we obtain

(6. 4) VkVjUit+PkPiUjt =2Pktrji - Pkjrit - PkiTjt+<Pkt (Pj1)i+ Pi1)j)
-rpkj (2Pt7}i - Pi7}t) -rpki (2pt7}j - Pj7}t).

Denoting the left side member of (6.4) by Gkjit and forming Gkjit+Gikjt
-Gjikt , we obtain

(6.5) 2PkViUjt+2KjikrUrt - Kik/Ujr- Kkj/Uir- Kij/Ukr
=2 (PktTji+ PitTkj - pjtrik) + (Pjk- Pkj)rit+ (Pji- Pij)rkt

- (Pki+ Pik) Tjt +<Pkt (p j7}i+Pi1)j) +rpit (Pk7}j+ Pj7}k)
-rpit (Pi7Jk+ Pk7},.) - 2<Pkj (2Pt7}i - Pi7}t) -2rpij (2Pt7}k - PkTJt)·

Denoting the left side member of (6. 5) by H kij /> forming H kijt+H kjti
+ Hktij and taking account of the relation

Vk(PiUit +PjUti+ PtUij) =3[VkViUit+ (Pkjrit - Pktrji)
+ (rpkiPt -<PktPi) 7}i +<Pki (Pt7}j - Pj7}t) ]

which follows from (6. 1), we obtain

(6.6) 2VkViUjt + KijkrUtr + KjtkrUir + Ktikrujr

= (Pit-Pti)Tkj+ (Pti-Pit)rik+ (Pji-Pi) Tkt+ 2 (Pktrji-Pkirti)
-3 (rpkjPt -<PktP) 7}i -rpk;(Pt7}j - Pi7}t) + (rpkjTJt -<Pkt7}i) Pi
+2 (rpitP j +<PtjPi+<PjiPt) 7}k·
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By subtraction (6. 5) from (6. 6), we find

(6.7) KjikrUtr- Kkt/ujr- Ktk[Uir- K,ji/Ukr
= (jtjrik - (jitnj+(jkirjt -(jkjrti+(PkPti -(Pkiatj+<Pita jk

-<Pjta ik+2 (<Pktaji -<P,jiakt) ,

where we have put

(6.8) (jt,j=Ptj+P,jt,

Operating l7t to (6. 2) and taking account of (5. 3) and (6. 3), we obtain

(6.9) Ptrrlr/= - (2n-l) plo

Transvecting the first equation of (6.8) with rik and taking account of
(6.9), we obtain

(6.10)

and from which

(6.11) (jjkr;irl= - (2n-l)(jl.

On the other hand, transvecting (6. 7) with rik and taking account of
the fact that Kkjhtr/=rjh7)k-rkh7)j, which follows from the Ricci identity
l7kl7j7)h-l7jl7k7)h=-Kkjht7)t, we obtain

(6. 12) K[utr + K/ujr=2n(jtj-(jrtr[+2n(jrrrjt-(jrjr/-3 (<p[atr+<p/ajr).

Transvecting (6. 12) with git , we obtain

(6.13) (2n2 -n-l) (jrr+(jjk7)j7)k=O.

Comparing (6. 11) with (6. 13), we obtain

(6.14)

Taking account of (6. 8) and (6. 14), we also obtain

(6. 15) pl=O, Prt7)r7)t=O.

Substituting (6. 8) and (6. 14) into (6. 12), we obtain

(6. 16) K[utr + K/Ujr=2(n-l) (jtj+ «(jrt7),j+(jrj7)t) 7)r+3 (<PI7)t+<P/7),j) Pr·

We shall use these equations in § 8.

7. A condition to be an 7j-eonformal Killing tensor.

Let Uji be an 7)-conformal Killing tensor in a Sasakian manifold M, then
we can obtain

(7.1)
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by virtue of (6. 1).
If we transvect (6. 5) with gki then we obtain

(7.2) vrVrujt+K/urt+KkJ/urk
= - (2n-3) Pjt-ptj-r/(2Pkt7]j-7]tPkj+7]tPjk)

+ pk(2q;kj7]t -q;jt7]k+q;kt7]j).

In this section we shall show that a skew symmetric tensor Uji satisfying
(7. 1) and (7. 2) is an 7]-conformal Killing tensor in a Sasakian manifold
M provided that M is compact.

For this purpose, we define a tensor A jit by

(7.3)

for a skew symmetric tensor Uji, where Pt is given by

(2n-1)Pt=Vrurt - 2~ (7]kPUrk)7]t.

By a direct computation, we obtain from (7.3) that

(7.4) VjAjit = VjVjUit+ (2n-3) Pit+ Pti +7]k (2Pkt7]i-7]tPki+7]tPik)
- pk(2q;ki7]t-q;it7]k+q;kt7]i) +Kki/Urk+ K/urt,

where we have put ViPt=Pit.
On the other hand, simple computations give us the following equation

(7.5)

Substituting (7. 4) and (7. 5) into

vj (AjitUit) =AjitVjuit+ (vjA jit ) uit,

we can obtain

(7.6) vj (AjitUit) = ~ AjitAjit -3pt~7]iVjUit

+uit[vjvjUit+ (2n -3) Pit +7]k (2Pkt7]i -7]tPki+7]tPik)

- pk(2q;ki7]t -q;it7]k+q;kt7]i) +Kki{u/+ K/urt]·

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 9. In a compact Sasak£an M, the follow£ng £ntegral formula £s

val£d for any skew symmetr£c tensor field Uji:

(7.7) JM [u it {VjVjUit + (2n-3) Pit+ pti+if(2Pkt7]i-7]tPki+7]tPik)

- pk(2q;ki7]t-rpit7]k+q;kt7]i) + Kki{U/+ K/urt} + ~ AjuAjit

-3pt~7]iVjUitJdV=O
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where dV means the volume element of M and

(2n-1) Pit=VivrUrt - 2: (q;/'VrU,.k+ 1/ViVrUrk)rlt- 2
1
n (1/VrUrk)q;it.

Taking account of (7. 1), (7. 2) and (7. 7), we have the following
(Yano, [6J)

THEOREM 10. In a compact Sasakian manifold M, a necessary and suffi
cient condition for a skew symmetric tensor Uji to be an 1j-conformal Killing
tensor is that (7. 1) and (7. 2).

8. ~-conformal Killing tensors in a C-Fubinian manifold.

Let M be the integral hypersurface of X;,dy}.=O, X}. being the solution
covector of (5. 13), in a Kaehlerian manifold 'M of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. If M is a Sasakian manifold then the curvature tensor
Kk,jih of M is given by (5. 19), that is, the C-holomorphic sectional curva
ture of M is equal to 5. We already showed in § 5 that if v /l}. is a parallel
tensor in 'M, then uji=B/'B/v/l}. is an 1j-conformal Killing tensor in M.
In this section, we investigate a decomposition of such an 1j-conformal Killing
tensor Uji. In this case from (5. 19), we obtain

(8.1) Kji= (2n+2)rji+2ngji'

Substituting (8. 1) into (6. 16) and taking account of (6. 14), we obtain

(8.2) (2n+2) (1jjUrt+1jtUrj)1jr
=2(n-I) (Jtj+ ((Jrt1jj + (Jrj1jt) 1jr+3 (q; j r1jt+q;/1j,i) Pr'

Transvecting (8. 2) with 1jj and taking account of (6. 14), we get

(8.3) (2n+2) 1jtUtj = (2n-I) 1jt(Jt,j+3q;jtpt•

Substituting (8. 3) into (8. 2), we obtain

(8.4)

If we assume Pk=C1jk, c being a non-zero constant, then we easily see
that

(8.5)

that is, pk is a Killing vector.
Conversely, if pk is a Killing vector then (Jkj=O by virtue of (6.8). In

this case, we have

(8.6)
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by virtue of (8. 3). Operating 17k to (8. 6) and taking account of (5. 4),
we obtain

(2n+2) (<PktUtj+r/P'/t;Utj) =3( -gki1jtpt+Pk1jj) +3<PJtP'kpt•

Transvecting this equation with 1jk and taking account of (5. 20), we
obtain <Pjt1jkP'kpt=O. Transvecting this equation with <p/ and taking account
of the fact that pk is a Killing vector, we see that

(8.7) 1j"P'tPk=O.

Operating P't to 1j"Pk and taking account of (8.7), we obtain

(8.8) P't (1j"Pk) =<P/'Pk.

If ifh=O, then <P/'Pk=O. Transvecting this equation with <p/, we easily
see that Pk=O. This is contradict to our assumption. Therefore 1j"Pk*i=O.
Putting A.=1jkp" and taking account of (8.6) and (8.8), we obtain

(8.9)

k being a constant.

Operating 17; to (8.9) and taking account of the fact that P'JP'iA= P'iP'jA,
we obtain

<p/UtJ +1jtP'iUtj = <p/ue; +1jtP'jUtj.

Transvecting this equation with 1ji and taking account of (5. 20), we
obtain <p/utj1ji=O. Transvecting this equation with <Pk;, we see that 1jkUkj =O
and from which

(8.10)

by virtue of (8. 6).
Transvecting (8.10) with <p/, we obtain p;=A1jj. Operating V'k to this

equation and substituting it into (8.5), we see that (1j"P'kA)1};+P'iA=O and
from which P'jA=O. that is, A.=const. Thus we obtain P;=C1j; C being a
constant.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 11. Let M be a C-Fubinian manifold whose C-holomorphic sec-
tional curvature is equal to 5. Then the associated vector P" of an 1j-conformal
Killing tensor Uj; is a Killing vector if and only if Pt=C1jt where 1}t is the
I-form of M and c is a non-zero constant.

We consider an 1j-conformal Killing tensor Uj; whose associated vector pk

is a Killing vector in a C-Fubinian manifold whose C-holomorphic sectional
curvature is equal to 5. In this case, if we put Pj;=Ujj+c<p,ji where c is a
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constant such that Pt .C1)t then we see that

(8.11) f7kPii + f7jPki =0

by virtue of (5. 20) and (5. 21). Thus such an 1)-conformal Killing tensor
Uji is decomposed in the form

(8.12)

where PH is a Killing tensor by virtue of (8. 11).
The uniqueness of the decomposition (8. 12) is proved by the following

way. In fact if

then putting

(8.13)

P ji becomes a closed Killing tensor since (j)ji is closed and Pji-'Pji IS a
Killing tensor. Therefore

f7kP,ji+ f7iPkj+ f7jPik=O, f7kPji+ f7jPki =O.

Hence we get f7kPji=O. Thus by virtue of Ricci identity it follows that

(8.14)

On the other hand, we easily see that

(8.15)

by virtue of (8. 13).
Transvecting (8.14) with 1)i and taking account of (8.15) and the fact

that Kkjkt7/=gjk1)k-gkh1),i we obtain 1)tPjk-1)~jt=O and from which Pjk=O
by virtue of (8.15), that is, Pji='P';i and c='c. Thus we have the follo
wing

THEOREM 12. Let M be a C-Fubinian manifold whose C-holomorphic sec
tional curvature is equal to 5. Then an 1)-conformal Killing tensor Uji whose
associated vector pk is a Killing vector in M is decomposed uniquely in the
form

where Pji is a Killing tensor such that 1)ipji=O, (j),ji is the structure tensor in
M and c is a non-zero constant.
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